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collection of fxEvent properties? //the event
style object is like this: const style = new
StyleSheet.Data() style.type = "test" ... //I

want to do some operation like: const style =
new StyleSheet.Data() style.type.concatenate(
['something1','something2']) A: You can't do

this with a simple call to a function on the
style object. But you can do it with a helper

function like this function
createConcat(array,...) { return

array.concat(...); } const style = new
StyleSheet.Data() createConcat([
'type.concatenate("something1",

"something2")' ]) And yes this is not very
clean, but you get the idea Q: Implementing
user authentication to a server I'm trying to

create an authentication method for my game.
Currently I have the user interface work as an

MVC4 project which I can use to design the
interface. I plan to create a server soon which

will handle the authentication and the user
data. My only problem is that I have no idea
how to handle the user's authentication. I

can't simply store their information in the Sql
Server as the authentication will need to be
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done via my server. I've read over various
tutorials on authentication, but they all seem

to be aimed at standard users in a SQL
database so I'm a bit lost. I'm trying to

implement as if they'd be using the Northwind
database that comes with MVC4. Thanks A:
You can have your game server query your
database server to validate a user when it

wants to authenticate a user
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